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ALGORITHM

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
stic algorithm for solving the cluster problem
d with the tearing of large-scale networks has
ented via the contour approach. First, the concontour tableau was fully explored and utilized
ping our cluster algorithm. Then, severalintuitive
h as the greedy strategy, the minimum-degree
e strategy, and the dynamic cutting strategy
oyed to improve the efficiency of our algorithm.
deoffs [15] involved in the strategies adopted
ussed together with the computational complexalgorithm. Finally, experimental results showed
algorithm is highly efficient and yields near
olutions.
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VAX in Time
In 1983:
0.1Mflop computers, flop > 10*MemoryRef
BIG CIRCUIT: 1000 Transistors
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Multi-rate, no bipolar, MOS unidirectional, hierarchy

Key Techniques
Decomposition, multirate integration, simplified models
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Tears for Fears

parameterized by OL and nmax, determinethe set of i which
satisfy (14). In Fig. 5(b), the separator of minimum cardinalty S, occursthe
at
extreme right.
The algorithm may also select a "natural" block of the
decomposition if it discovers a small separator between two

large parts of the graph C. This process is illustrated
Fig. 5(c), which shows a contour plot which exhibits a stro
minimum of ISi 1 at i = p.
The success of the algorithm depends on the heuris
chosen for initializing and extending the sequence. T

BBD,
BLBD,BD, LBD, ……
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Fig. 1 . Triangular matrix structures. (a) BBD. @) BBT. (c) BD. (d) BT.

nology and bipolar technology.
OptimizedDefinition
for Arrays [4].
2.4This method also merges various approaches toward
It is natural to ask whether such hierarchical structures
J highly efficient memory models. In this techni
computational
problem, yielding
A
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can be exploited to devise new efficient analysis techniques.
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resistors and capacitors). The subnetwork corresponding
to each latch is a subnetwork at level 3, since it contain
subnetworks at level 2 (NOR gates). For the sake of
notational simplicity, we shall assume that a network
at level / contains only subnetworks at level / — 1. I
the example of Fig. 1, the subnetwork associated with
latches contains only gates, i.e. subnetworks at level 2
We can always reduce all the other cases to this one b
simply 'lifting up' a subnetwork at a level lower than
/ — I , to /— 1 level. This can be done by defining a sub
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as a subnetwork at level k.
Definition 2.2 specifies a macromodel for a subnetwork
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ofpost-layout
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Fig. 1 Example of integrated circuit with hierarchical structure

where

i.e., u ( A ) E CO. In circuit theoretic terms, we consider as test circuits linea
frequencies are in the open left half plane and which satisfy the assumptions de
Don’t
be
Too
Explicit
A = L + D + U, where L is strictly lower triangular, D is diagonal and U is stric
displacement methods presented in Section 2 applied to the test system (12) yie
relations:
(a) Gauss-Jacobi integration algorithm:

[I - h D]Xk+i = [I + h (L u)]Xk.
xk+l = MGJ(h)Xk.
where I is tht identity matrix and

MGJ(h)= [I - h D]-'[I

+ h (L + U)]

(b) Gauss-Seidel integration algorithm:

where

MGS(h ) = [I - h ( D + L)]-'[I
(c) Modified symmetric Gauss-Seidel integration algorithm:

+ h U]

where

The Wrath of Kahan

MGS(h ) = [I - h ( D + L)]-'[I

+ h U]

(c) Modified symmetric Gauss-Seidel integration algorithm:
Let:

A,=L+$D
Forward step:

Backward step:

Combining (22) and (24) we obtain:

A,=u+$D

x at the k th iteration.
value ofIteration
is the
x The
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Standard Circuit
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,

Integration Formulae
(e.g. Backward Euler)
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Linear Gauss-Seidel
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’]

g,(x,,x,)=o
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Neton-Raphson

atxt+ax=b
Gaussian Elimination

LU Decomposition

continuity, i t is unlikely that this problem can be solved, in general, with a simple
with direct and WR methods, and SPICE2.

Who
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W.R.?
Gauss-Seidel

However, in the limit as the timestep becomes small. Eqn.

1.5.6 becomes
SPICE2 VS RELAX2.2 (DIRECT)VS RELAX2.2(WR) ON INDUSTRIAL CIRCUITS

xk+1(?2+1)-xk+l(n)= ( L

+ D)-'u(xk(n+l)-xk(n)
+

1.

Circuit
SPICE2
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lemma in Devices
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one that may not be solvable by relaxation to one that is guaranteed to be solvable by
relaxation.
We formalize
observation in the following theorem:
CONCLUSIONS
AND this
AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Theorem 15.1: If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1.2.1, the WR iteration
*On Vaxl1/780 running Unix using Shichman-Hodges Mosfet model

**On Vaxl1/780 running VMS using Yang-Chatterjee Mosfet model

equations are solved using a stable and consistent multistep method with a fixed
timestep h

,

for a finite number of points, then there exists an h '

>

0 such that the

sequences ( x k (n ) ) generated by the Gauss-Seidel or Gauss-Jacobi discretized WR
algorithm will converge for all 0

< h < h' .

